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About This Game

Space Station Alpha is a game where you build and manage a space station in the outer reaches of the Milky Way.
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not worth the time it takes to download. you can only build a few rooms and next to nothing to put in those rooms. then there are
some serious bugs that mess up the game enough to uninstall and never look back.. There isn't a lot to the game but what is there
is fairly well polished. There are a few annoying bugs, in particular that a fusion generator can catch fire before it's even built,
and the game runs very slowly with even a moderately large station. Overall the game is okay, it's only $5 so you expectations
aren't particularly high, but I got a good hour's entertainment out of it. That being said however, the replay value is close to nil..
Maybe, some day, it will turn out to be a nice space-sim. But there are issues to resolve. Performance is bad if you bluild a big
station. Camera is moving all over space, very fast, even more illogical: out of control: (need a "Home"buttton) pathfinding
Screeninfo (no info pop-up rollover): Who is Who. Harsh gameplay: Equipment can not be moved. Looks like a game right
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from the seventies. Please move up to the present day.. Not finished, Full of bugs, lacks content.. Mkay. So after playing for a
while, and unlocking some achievements. I'm gonna have to say, that at the current state of the game, I wish I hadn't spent the
game. This is basically a VERY basic "Apartment Management Sim", and it really shows. It has potential, but the limited
number of features, lack of ability to decorate the station in any manner, lack of ability to attract specific aliens, limited number
of alien races, and just in general, how bland and dark and gritty everything looks. It's a very plain, very basic game. It feel
unfinished and unrefined. Too unrefined for them to have pulled it out of "Early Access". I'm very disappointed at this time and
REALLY wish I hadn't spent the $5.00 on it now.. You know how you buy a game think its gonna be great fun and it is until you
find all the bugs that make the game totally unplayable and the devs have stopped working on it? Well that would be this game.
The game is partially playable but over a year and a half and the developers have stopped doing anything with this game
including updating the community on fixing of the bugs. This is a fun game and has tons of potential but AS IS, i cannot
recommend UNLESS its onsale for 50 Cents. Which it was. That alone should have told me something.. This game is really
awesome from a one man dev who's way more active than most large companies with the updates. He's constantly adding heaps
of new features, and most of the issues people have mentioned in other reviews are already resolved which is great to see. He's
pretty active in the forums, I don't know that he knew they existed initially. As for the game, it's already pretty awesome so far
and with a bit more polish and functionality will be excellent. As it stands, I'd say it's well worth the asking price of $5.99 USD..
Simulated tedium. Game hitches when trying to designate constructions. Tutorial broke several times, so I just skipped it.
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